Consider a sequential test applied to two streams of binary responses in a comparative clinical trial. After the completion of such a trial Woodroofe's (1992) technique for accurate confidence interval estimation for a treatment difference can be applied. In this paper the technique is extended to provide confidence intervals for the individual absolute success probabilities of the two treatments in the trial, for which no current methodology exists. Accuracy is explored by simulation of coverage probabilities and individual confidence limit probabilities. The simulations concern a triangular test and an O'Brien & Fleming test.
INTRODUCTION
Much recent work in the area of sequential clinical trials has focused upon methodology for post-trial analysis. In particular, a variety of methods now exist for estimating a treatment difference and calculating the corresponding confidence interval in a comparative trial. Little research has, however, been undertaken into the estimation of related parametric functions. In this paper, we consider a trial comparing two treatments in terms of a binary response, in which it is assumed of interest to evaluate the individual absolute success probabilities of the two treatments, as well as some form of difference between them. For the absolute probabilities methodology exists for obtaining point estimates (Whitehead, 1992, p. 161) , but there seems to be none in the literature for obtaining associated confidence intervals. The purpose of this paper is to present a novel and accurate form of confidence interval for the individual probabilities after a sequential comparison of two streams of binary data. The rationale for estimating absolute success probabilities in addition to relative treatment effects is discussed at the end of the paper.
Consider a sequential clinical trial comparing an experimental treatment, E, with a control, C. One widely accepted method for estimating the true relative treatment effect, denoted by 9, and calculating a confidence interval involves placing in order all potential final datasets that could follow from the sequential design used, according to the degree with which they support some onesided alternative hypothesis. Various orderings have been suggested and evaluated by Fairbanks & Madsen (1982) , Tsiatis, Rosner & Mehta (1984) , Rosner & Tsiatis (1988) , Chang (1989) , Facey & Whitehead (1990) and Emerson & Fleming (1990) . Two methods not based on orderings were investigated by Todd, Whitehead & Facey (1996) . These are a method for calculating a biasadjusted maximum likelihood estimate for 6 (Whitehead, 1986) and a general method based on pivotal quantities for setting corresponding confidence limits (Woodroofe, 1992) . In this paper, we extend the methodology for confidence intervals presented in the paper by Todd et al. (1996) to the situation of absolute success probabilities.
ANALYSIS OF BINARY DATA
We shall refer to the two values of a binary patient response as 'success' and 'failure'. All responses are independent of one another and patients on E succeed with probability p E , while patients on C succeed with probability p c . These are the absolute success probabilities. It is assumed throughout that patients are randomised to treatment in equal proportions. The success rate in the trial as a whole is denoted by p, where p = (p E + p c )/2. The measure of treatment difference, 9, will be taken to be the log-odds-ratio of success,
Suppose that, in a trial with n responses, rij are from the group receiving treatment j, for ;' = E, C. Out of these n ; , Sj have succeeded and Fj have failed.
Conducting a sequential trial involves repeated inspections of the accumulating data with regard to the primary endpoint measuring efficacy. After such a trial, the value of the maximum likelihood estimate 6 = log{S E F c /(S c F E )} can be calculated in the same way as after a fixed sample trial. Its value is unaffected by stopping rules. However, the estimate is no longer unbiased and its distribution is skewed. It is possible to obtain a median unbiased estimate, 9 M of 9 (Whitehead, 1992, p. 140) based on the orderings methodology. In addition, Whitehead (1986) suggested the use of a bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimator, 5, the accuracy of which was investigated by Todd et al. (1996) . A uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator was presented by Ferebee (1983) , and its computation was described by Emerson (1993) . Accurate confidence intervals are available. The estimates, p E = S E /n E and p c = S c /n c are the maximum likelihood estimates of p E and p c respectively. However, if the trial has been carried out sequentially, like the estimate of 9 itself, they will be biased. If the trial gives a positive result in favour of E, then 9 is likely to be an overestimate of the true treatment difference and p E and p c will tend to be too far apart. Furthermore, 100(1 -a)% confidence intervals of the form p J ±d>~1(l -a/2)SE(pj), where O denotes the standard normal distribution function, do not give the required coverage probability.
Improved point estimates of p E and p c , p E and p c can be found by solving the simultaneous equations,
where f) is a suitable point estimate, either unbiased or median unbiased, and p = (n E p E + n c p c )/n. The quantity p is an estimate of p equal to (S E + S c )/n. Estimates obtained by this method are an improvement on p E and p c , since 6 and p are approximately independent and the latter is not biased by the sequential design. However, confidence intervals following the traditional format described above, even using these improved estimates, are inaccurate.
A METHOD FOR CALCULATING CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Let the vector X denote the data available at some arbitrary time during the trial. Two statistics can be calculated which are important when investigating 9. The statistic Z = Z(X) is the efficient score for 9, a cumulative measure of the advantage of the experimental treatment over the control. The second statistic is V = V(X), Fisher's information. When 9 is small and samples are large, Z ~ N(9V, V), (Whitehead, 1992, p. 40) . At the ith inspection of the trial, current values Z, and 7, of these test statistics are evaluated, and the test is terminated if the point (Z,, V t ) lies outside some predefined stopping boundaries for the design, i = 1, 2,.... Let Z r and V T denote the final values of Z and V after a sequential trial and let 6 be the maximum likelihood estimate of 9. Confidence intervals for parametric functions can be calculated by extending methodology outlined in Woodroofe (1992) and Todd et al. (1996) . The method is based on constructing a pivotal quantity which is taken as following a standard normal distribution, and then employing traditional probability arguments. Let 
For confidence intervals for 6, Woodroofe (1992) calculates the pivotal quantity
where (1 and $ are estimates of
respectively. This quantity is treated as following a standard normal distribution. Only parts of the distribution of Z%{9) adhere to the normal shape, but it is precisely these parts which are important in the pivoting process. In this paper, the quantities /2 and d are calculated by recursive numerical integration. If the true discrete nature of sequential monitoring is taken into account, the conditional distribution of (Z r , V T ), given an inspection schedule which results in cumulative information V lt V 2 ,... at inspections 1, 2,..., can be used to evaluate expressions of the form E g {h(Z T , V T )}. However, the complete inspection schedule for the test has to be known, including the values of V corresponding to inspections which would have taken place had the trial not been stopped. For the purposes of illustration in this paper when considering the triangular test, we implement two contrasting assumptions about the post-stopping inspection schedule. One is that the future sequence would be spaced equally in terms of accumulating information with increments equal to those observed so far. The other assumption is that there is only one further inspection, delayed until the latest time consistent with the power requirement of the trial. These two assumptions will be referred to as 'equal inspections' and 'one last inspection' respectively. For the O'Brien & Fleming (1979) test only one inspection schedule need be investigated, and it has been determined in advance of the trial as part of the procedure for deriving the critical values for the test. If we condition on values of V,V U V 2 ,... and assume that a future inspection schedule is known, then, if Woodroofe's pivot (3-3) follows the standard normal distribution, the quantity {Z T -(LV^2)/V T will be normally distributed with mean 9 and variance ^jV T . This quantity can be alternatively expressed as 9 -ifi/V^2) and denoted by 9', where 9 = Z T /V T .
Returning to our original problem, we can estimate the parameter tj E = <f> + \9 by rj E = $ + \9'. Furthermore, supposing that tj E ~ N{t] E , var(r/ E )}, a 100(1 -a)% confidence interval can be derived. From result (3-1) and with 9' as an estimate of 9 we have Assuming $ and 9' to be close to the true parameter values and up to the degree of accuracy of the normality assumption, a 100( 1 -<x)% confidence interval for n E has endpoints (IEL, IEU) = fa ± Q-Kl -«/2) var(fa)*. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The accuracy of the method described in § 3 was examined for two sequential designs, the triangular test and the O'Brien & Fleming test. Simulations presented investigate the effect of group sequential monitoring on finding 95% confidence intervals for the parameters p E and p c after these tests.
Initially, methods of exact calculation for binary data were investigated as a way of evaluating the new confidence intervals. This would involve the calculation of exact probabilities of reaching the finite number of stopping points, based on either of the tests. Difficulties arise because construction of the intervals requires more than just the probability of reaching a particular stopping point, together with the test statistics. Knowledge of each of the complete sample paths associated with every stopping point on the boundary is required. The full set of Vs, both before and after stopping, is necessary when evaluating expressions of the form E g {h(Z T , V T )}. The computation time involved in this is prohibitive. Furthermore, storage of the sample paths for use in calculating the intervals is infeasible for frequent inspection schedules and still remains complex for less frequent schedules. Hence, simulation studies have been undertaken instead.
A triangular test was simulated with boundaries set to achieve probabilities of crossing the upper boundary equal to 0025 under the null hypothesis of no treatment difference, and 0-90 when a difference exists, which corresponds to p E = 0-6 and p c = 0-4. For such a test, the upper boundary is given by Z = 608 + 0-25V, and the lower boundary by Z = -608 + 0-74V, obtained using the computer package PEST3 (Brunier & Whitehead, 1993) . For different simulation runs, inspections were conducted after groups of / observations, with / = 10, 20, 60, 100 and 200, equally divided between groups E and C at each inspection. The Christmas tree correction (Whitehead, 1992, p. 77) for discrete monitoring was used. The expected final sample sizes for this test for various values of 9 are given in Table 1 . These values can be compared with an equivalent fixed sample size of 256 observations. The maximum amount of information for this triangular test translates into a number of responses of approximately 395. The 90th percentile sample sizes for, for example, 6 = -0-608, 0-406 and 0-811 are 119, 280 and 248, respectively.
For three sets of runs of 10 000 simulated sequential experiments, approximate confidence intervals were evaluated for p E and p c . The true values of 9 were fixed arbitrarily at 9 = -0-608, 0-406 and 0-811. To simulate under the different values, p c was held constant and equal to 0-4, and p E chosen to yield the above values of 0, at 0-266, 0-500 and 0-6, respectively. For each parameter, it was established whether or not the intervals included the true value. The coverage probability should be approximately 95%. The probability limits following 10 000 simulations, q(p jL ) and q(pjv), for j = E, C, that the lower and upper confidence limits exceed the parameter in question, were also considered. Table 2 presents the results of these investigations. The first set of three columns of results under the heading of 'naive comparison' shows the simulation results for confidence intervals calculated using the fixed sample size structure of a 95% confidence interval, Pj + 1-96 SE(PJ) , in the sequential situation. These are based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters, with standard error of the form {pj(l -pj )/n,}*. In the next two sets of columns confidence intervals calculated using the new method are given. The two future inspection schedules, 'one last inspection' and 'equal inspections' have been considered. For the case of equal inspections, the top of the Christmas tree is taken to be the last inspection when the V associated with this point is less than the V associated with the next constant increment. It can be seen that calculating confidence intervals based on Woodroofe's pivot is a substantial improvement over the naive estimates in all cases where an improvement is needed. Surprisingly, for the case of calculating intervals for p c when 9 = -0-608 the naive estimates are reasonably accurate anyway. When we use the extension of Woodroofe's method, the lower and upper confidence limits are considerably closer to the required 0-025 and 0-975 and the coverage probability is approximately 0-95. For 10 000 replicates the standard error of an estimate equal to 0-95 is (0-95 x 0-05/10 000)* = 0-002. The similarity of the results obtained for the two future inspection schedules for values of / greater than 20 illustrates that the choice of schedule is of little practical importance here. However, the assumption of 'equal inspections' seems to give slightly better accuracy for values of / equal to 10 or 20.
For the O'Brien & Fleming test, a design was chosen which allows a maximum of five equallyspaced analyses specifying a two-sided type I error rate of 0-05 and a power of 0-9 of detecting a treatment difference which corresponds to p E = 0-6 and p c = 0-4. From the computer package EaSt (Cytel Software, 1992) the critical values of Z for this procedure were obtained. For five inspections after approximately equal integer numbers of observations, 56, 112, 168, 224 and 280, the values are ±8-63, ±8-67, ±8-59, ±8-53 and ±8-52. Obtaining a value of Z outside these limits at any stage of the trial leads to early stopping. Simulation results are consistent with those for the triangular test. Consider for example confidence intervals for p E . When 6 = -0-608 and 8 = 0-811, the probabilities of the lower and upper confidence limits exceeding 9 are 0-025 and 0-974, and 0-024 and 0-979, respectively. The overall coverages are 0-949 and 0-955. Other results are not tabulated here, but are available on request.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have described a method for interval estimation for the parameters p E and p c in a trial of binary data. It is generally accepted that some form of estimation should accompany the hypothesis testing reported at the end of a clinical trial, but it is not always obvious which parameter is of most interest. Patients recruited to a clinical trial are not generally representative of the population which might be eventually treated. The parameters p E and p c relate only to the special population of trial results. However, the same applies to 6, and, if treatment by individual patient interactions are present, then the same concerns about the representativeness of 6 arise. Furthermore, 6 represents a comparison with a particular control treatment which might not be a universal standard. The control might be of a form of best supportive care, only practised at specialist centres, or it might involve a placebo which would of course not form part of routine treatment. For the potential prescribing doctor, the estimate of p E might not represent the success rate that he is likely to attain in his clinic, nor might an estimate of 9 represent the advantage to be gained over his current approach to treatment. However, neither of these considerations eliminates the importance of estimation and confidence intervals for 9 or related parametric functions in reporting how an experimental treatment affects a study population.
Here, we have shown the particular importance of Woodroofe's pivotal method for producing confidence intervals after a sequential trial of binary data. We believe that the method has the potential for further application to more complicated parametric functions which may also be of interest in clinical trials. In particular, application to functions for which the orderings approach provides no solution are of especial interest. 
